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GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR STEEL
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

INTRODUCTORY.

1. This .pccification applies to steel highway bridges, including
hose carrymg electnc streetcars in addition to the regular highway

traffic Bridges for electric-railway traffic only, or for traffic which
includes heavily-loaded freight-cars, shall be designed under the Gen-
cral Specification for Steel Railway Bridges. As this specification
has been prepared with a view to its general adoption throughout
Canada, and under widely differing local requirementi. live-loads, types
of flooring, hand-railing, minimum thickness of metal, etc have
b«en left largely to the discretion of the purchaser's engineer, whow expected to furnish full information on such points, as well as
other information called for in appendix IV. Where ordinary con-
ditions prevail, however, the following combinations of live-loads are
in general recommended:—

2. For bridges in the manufacturing districts of cities and large
towns, subject to the heaviest concentrated loading: Uniform live-
load, Class .*, paragraph 20, applied to both roadway and sidewalks-
one 2S-ton n^ »or-truck, as per appendix I; electric-car loads (if any),
as per diagram A, appendix II.

3. For bridges in residential districts of cities and large towns-
Uniform live-load. Class A. paragraph 20. applied to both roadway
and sidewalks; one lS-to.i motor-truck, as per appendix I; electric-car
loads (if any or if likely to be any in future), as per diagram B
appendix II.

4. For bridges on country highways and in small towns and
• villages: Uniform live-load, dais B, paragraph 21, applied to roadway
only; one 15-ton motor-truck, as per appendix I.

5. For bridges in remote or mountainous districts, difficult of
access and where the first-cost is the most imporUnt consideration:
Uniform live-load, Class C. pr agraph 22, applied to roadway only-
one 6-ton motor-truck, as per appendix I. It is further recommended
for such bridges ihat they be designed for a timber floor, without
provision for a future permanent floor; that T-chords be permitted for



•pani up to 80 feet
; that ^4-^nch metal be allowed, provided thai the

itructure it not located near latt water or other delctertoui elementi;
and that full-siie-punching of rivet-holet be permitted. •
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GENERAL FEATURES.

6. Unless otherwise specified, the clear width between roadwav
curbs shall not be less than IS feet. For through bridges, the cUar
width between end-posts shall be at least one foot greater than that
betw-en the curbs, and the cli-ar headroom, between the floor-surface
and the overhead bracing, shall not be less than 14 feet, for a minimum
width of 6 feet.

7. The distance, centre to centre of trusses or main girders, shall
not be less than one-twentieth (1/20) of the span, nor less than is

necessary to prevent an uplift under the specified wind-load.

8. Suitable steel-lattice or vtrrought-iron-pipe hand-railing shall be
provided outside of the sidewalks; or where there are no sidewalks,
outside of the roadway. Unless otherwise specified, hand-railings shall
be 4 feet high above . ,e adjacent floor-surface, and shall be cosigned
to resist a lateral force on the top rail of 45 lbs. per lineal-foot. When
permitted by the engineer, wooden railings, as shown in appendix III,
may be substituted in place of the above.

Type of
Ffcior.

Permanent
Floors.

Timber
noon.

FLOOR.

9. The type 3f floor will depend upon local conditions, and shall
be as specified by the engineer.

10. Permanent floors, unless otherwise specified, shall be of
reinforced<oncrete. designed in accordance v ith the Canadian Society
of Civil Engineers' Specification for Rein forced-Concrete. B th road-
way and sidewalk floor-slabs shall be supported upon steel stringers.
Roadways shall be properly crowned and provided with suitable wear-
ing-surface. Sidewalk surfaces shall be inclined slightly towards the
adjacent curb, and shall be neatly finished. At the sides of the road-
way, substantial curbs, not less than 6 inches high, shall be provided.
Ample facilities for drainage shall be provided; and provision shall
be made to carry all drainage clear of the steelwork.

11. Unless otherwise specified by the engineer, timber flo rs shall
be supported upon steel stringers, with nailing-strips securely bolted
thereto.

12. Timber joists, when used shall not be less than 3 inches in
width, nor shall the depth of any joist exceed four times its width.



Joiati »hall be .p,ced not more than 2 feet centres; at floorlwam*
they .h«r cne-«nother, in order to permit of full bearings; and
the ends . -d tr jether. but scparatcti s ,ne-halfinch wash-
ers, to perniii . - circulation of air,

13. The roadway planking, when only one layer is used, shall not
be less than 3 inches in thickness, and shall preferably be laid Vuh
onally, making an angle of not less than 60 degrees with the axis o*
the bridge, and with the heart-side down. When a wearing-surface u>
specified, the under planl.ing shall \h: dressed to an uniform thickness
of not less than 2?li inches ; it sliall be laid at right-angles to the axis
of the bridge, with the heart-side down, and with open joints. The
wearing-surface shall not l)e Irss ch-n 1'/, inches thick; it shall be
laid at an angle of not less than Ui degrees with the axis of the bridge,
and with the heart side down.

U. Wheel-guard timbers. 4x6 inches, Jiall l>e provided on each
side o the roadway; they shall be set upon blocks 2 inches thick,
spaced not over S feet, centre to centre, and shall he held in place by
a ^-inch boh through each block. Joints in wheel-guards shall be
half-scarfed, 6 inches long, and supported upon riser-bK)cks. When
specified, the inner edge of wheel-guards shall he protected by a 3 x 3
X '4-inch angle, fastened thereto by countersunk screws.

IS. Planking for sidewalks shall l>e dressed to an uniform thick-
ness of not less than IJi inches; it i.hall be laid with the heart-side
down, and with J/.-inch open joints. When practicable, the sidewalk
planking shall extend tl.rough the trusses so as '.o leave no openings,
and shall be neatly connected to the roadway planking or to the ^'leel-
guards.

Welcbt of
Mitmsu.

LOADS AND STRESSES.

16. In determining ihe weight of the structure for the purpose
of calculating the stresses, the following unit- veights shall be used :—

^"''' 490 lbs. per cu. ft.

Concrete i^q .•

Sand or gravel jqq ••

Asphalt-mastic 150 «

Bituminous-macadam yg .<

Paving bricks 150
Spruce, white and red pine and Douglas fir 3 lbs. pt tt B M
Southern long-leaf pine 4 .. '

'

Oak and birch
, r

Creosoted timber 5 •.
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17. The raili, /itcningt and iplicci of electric tramway* ihali bf
attumed to weigh 100 Ibi. per lineal-foot of track.

18. The dead-load shall con»i»t of the entire weight of metal and
other materials in the itructure, computed in accordance with the
above unit-weights. When a timber floor is specified, and in absence
of definite iiHtructions to the contrary by the engineer, provision shall
be made in the steel structure to carry a future permanent floor, which
shall be aisumed to weigh not less than 80 lbs. per square foot of
roadway-surface, includinn curb*; except for bascule-bridges, lift-

bridges and transporter-bridges, which shall be designed to carry a
creosoted-timber floor, weighing not less than 40 lbs. per square-foot.

19. ^ridges shall be designed to carry sucli uniform live-load,

.notor-truck loaS and electric-car loads as may be specified by the
engineer, or a% follows:—

20. Un f. rm live-load, Class A: 100 lbs. per square-foot for spans
of 100 feet or less, diminishing in a straight line to a minimum of
80 lbs. per square-foot for spans of 200 feet and over. Minimum load
per lineal-foot: 1,200 lbs.

21. Uniform live-load. Class B: 80 \h%. per square-foot for spans
of 100 feet or less, diminishing in a straight line to a minimum of 60
lbs. per square-foot for spans of 200 feet and over. Minimum load per
lineal-foot: 900 Ibi.

22. Uniform live-load. Class C : 70 lbs. per square-foot for spans
of SO feet or less, diminishing in a straight line to a minimum of 40
lbs. per square-foot for spans of 200 feet and over. Minimum load
per lineal-foot : 600 lbs.

23. Motor-trucks shall be a» specified by the engineer, or as shewn
in appendix I.

24. Electric-cars shall be as specified by the engineer, or as shewn
in appendix II.

25. Impact shall be added to the maximum computed stresses,

produced by the specified motor-truck and electric-car loans only.

26. For motor-truck loads, the impact shall be taken as 30% of
the statically computed stresses produced thereby.

27. For electric-car loads, the impact shall be determined by the
formula :

—

ISO
I-S ; .

L + 300



in which 1 1.. imnMt ilreii

;

S — lUtically computed maximum «tre«i in m' mlxr consid-
ered, due to elrciric-car loadi.

. length of load fn feet producing the maxinum strew in

member rnnaidrred: for itructurr!i carryinK more than
one car traclj, !. ihall be talcen at the total length of load
on all trackt.

I,

• 28. In propnriioninK the trusiei or main Kirdcri, the uniform live-
load !.hall be aiiumed tr. cover the entire width of the roadway, be-
tween curbs; also, when »|.rcilied by the enKincer, the maximum clear
width of the sidewalks. The clear *idth of each sidewalk shall be
taken as the distance between the inner edge of the hand railinr, and
the inner edge of the roadway curb ; except in the case of c* cvereil
sidewalks on through bridges, when the clear width shall be tn asured
between the inner edge of the hand-railing and the webmembers of
the near truss. When 75% of il„- specified live-l ,a<l on „ne overhang-
ing sidewalk, only, imposes a greater load on the adjacent tr.iss than
that resulting from full live-load on two symmetrically place<l Mde-
wa ks, such greater l<.ad shall be used. In computing truss stresses
full panel-loads shall be assumed at any or all panel-points.

29. Electric-cars shall oe assumed to cover the entire length or
any portion of each track on the bridge, placed so as to produce the
maximum stresses due thereto in every member of the trusses. In
calculating such stresses, an cfiuivalent imiform Iwad per track shall
be used, equal to the weight of one car divided by its over-all length'
and full panel-loads .hall be assumed at any or all panel-points.

30. Trusses or main Kirders, unless otherwise specified by the
enKineer. shall be deslKnod, 1st. for the uniform live-load; 2nd. for
the motor-truck loads, with impact; 3rd, for the electric-car loads, with
impact; and the maximum stresses thus obtained shall be used in
proportionmK the v.,rioHs members. When specified by the engineer
the hve-load on sidewalks shall be included in these three conditions of
loading.

31. Floorbeams, hangers and other truss-members immediately
affected thereby shall be designed. 1st. for the maximum uniform live-
load for short spans, of the class specified, applied to the roadway
only or to the roadway and one or both sidewalks; 2nd. for the
specified motor-truck and electric-car loads (with their respective im-
pact-aHowances), placed so as to produce the maximum stresses, and
with or without the specified maximum load on one or both sidewalks
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Wind-Loads.

Temperature.

Combined
Stresses.

Alternate
Stresses.

32. Sidewalk flooringr, stringers and supporting brackets shall be
desifmed for the maximum uniform live-load for short spans, of the
class specified.

33. Roadway stringers or joists shall be designed to carry pro-
portions of ihc specified motor-truck loads, as given by the formula:—

d
C=P— :

a
in which C= proportion of front or rear wheel-load supported by one

stringer

;

P= concentration on one wheel, front or rear;
d= distance centre to centre of stringers;

a= gauge, centre to centre, of wheels.

34. Tramway stringers shall be proportioned for the wheel-con-
centrations of the specified car.

35. The roadway floor shall be designed to carry the maximum
wheel-load of the specified motor-truck, which shall be considered as
distributed over a length of floor equal to twice the total thickness
thereof, and over a width equal to that of the wheel-tire, plus twice
the total thickness of the floor.

36 Bridges shall be designed for a horizontal wind-force on the
loaded cliords of 300 lbs. per linea! foot ; and. on the unloaded chords,
150 lbs. per lineal foot; both of which forces shall be treated as moving
loads.

37. Viaduct towers shall be designed for a wind-force of 50 lbs.
per square foot on one and one-half times the vertical projection of
the structure, unloaded

; or 30 lbs. per square foot on the same sur-
face, plus ISO lbs. per lineal foot, applied 5 feet above the floor, when
the structure is loaded. The longitudinal bracing of the towers shall
be proportioned for the same loads as the transverse bracing.

38. Provision shall be made for a variation in temperature of 150
degrees, Fahrenheit.

39. The various parts of the structure shall be proportioned for
the maximum co-existing dead-load, live-load and impact stresses, or
for wind-load and temperature stresses alone, by using the unit-stresses
herein specified; and. for any combination of wind-load or tempera-
ture stresses with dead-load or live-load stresses, the specified unit-
stresses shall not be exceeded by more than 25 per cent.

40. Wherever the dead-load and live-load stresses are of opposite
character, only two-thirds of the minimum dead-load stress shall be
considered as effective in counteracting the live-load stress. Members



Axial and
Bending
Stresses
Combined.

Mas. each k.nd of stress shall be increased by 50% of the smaller.

41 Members subject to both axial and bending stresses shall beproportioned so that the combined fibre-stresses will not exceed theallowed axial unit-stress; except such members as may be sub" ct tobendmg-moments from their own weight, or from eccentricity wheii

ttn I?i b?"" '''"' "°^ ^^"^'^ '^^ ^"^-'1 unit-stress b'; mor

th\'"aS;treraZr '''' ''' ^^^*'°" "^ '"^ '^^ ^-"'^^ ^^

r,„.^' ^T '"•*""'"" "continuous over panel-points and subject totransverse loading, the bending-mo nents, both at the panel-poiits anS

a smoreT' ^''f
'^ '''^" " three-fourths of that compuS s fo^a simple beam, of span equal to one pcnel-length.

Not*.

Tension.

Compression.

Bending.

Shearing.

UNIT-STRESSES.

43. The following permissible unit-stresses are given in oounri,per square-mci,. expept where otherwise noted.

44. Axial tension on net section igQQQ
45. Axial compression:

on gross section of columns... _ 12000—
in which l= le„gth in inches and r= least radius of gyr'ation inDirect compression on steel castings
Direct compression on iron castings

46. Bending on

:

Extreme fibres of rolled shapes, built up
bections and girders, net section

Steel Castings

Iron castings

Pins

inches.

14,000

10,000

White oak, Douglas fir and southern long-leaf pine.:
White and red pme and spruce

47. Shearing on

:

Power-driven shop-rivets and pins
Power-driven field-rivets

Hand-driven field-rivets and turnediolts
Plate-girder webs, gross section

16,000

12,000

3,000

24,000

1,600

1,100

11,000

10,000

8.000

lO.OOC



BMriBg. 4g Bearing on

Power-driven shc^rivets 22,000

Power-driven field-rivets and pins 20,000

Hand-driven field-rivets and turned-bolts 16,000

Hard bronze sliding expansion-bearings 1,000

Expansion-rollers, per lineal inch 600d

in which d= diameter of roller, in inches.

Granite masonry 800

Concrete, 1:2:4 mix 600

Limestone masonry 400

Sandstone masonry , 300

PROPORTIONING OF PARTS.

N«t Section
St Biret-
HolM.

Net Section
at PIn-Hoies.

LimiUns
liengtli of
Compreasion
Memlwn.

Open
Sectlona.

WaUr-
Pocketi.

Symmetrical
Sections.

Minimum
Sections.

49. In proportioning rivetted tension members, the diameter of

the rivet-holes shall be taken one-eighth (%) inch larger than the

nominal diameter of the rivet; and allowance shall be made in each

component part of the member for as many rivet-holes as it contains

gauge-lines, unless the distance centre to centre of rivet-holes, measured

on the diagonal, is at least 40% greater than the distance between the

gauge-lines. In every angle, allowance shall be made for at least two
rivet-holes.

50. In pin-connected rivetted tension members, the net section,

both through the pin-hole and back of same, shall exceed the net

section of the body of the member by at least 25%.

51. No compression or stiffening member shall have a length

exceeding 175 times its least radius of gyration ; but, for built-up

H-sections, the radius of gyration may be computed for the flange

materials alone, neglecting the web-plate, in which case the latter shall

not be counted on as effective section for axial stresses.

52. Structures shall be so designed that all parts will be accessible

for inspection, cleaning and painting.

53. Pockets or depressions shall be avoided as far as possible;

and those which are unavoidable shall either be provided with effec-

tive drain-holes, or they shall be filled with waterproof material.

54. Main members shall be so designed that their neutral axis will

be as nearly as practicable in the centre of the section; and the

neutral axes of intersecting main members shall meet in a common
point.

55. Unless otherwise specified by the engineer, the minimum thick-

ness of metal shall be 5/16 inch, except for fillers and for hand-
railing.
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56. Cover-plates and web-plates of built compression members,
also flange-plates of girders, shall have a minimum thickness of

Pd
t= -

400,000

in which t= minimum thickness of metal, in inches;

p= axial unit-stress, in lbs. per sq. in.

;

d= unsupported distance between connections to flanges, or
distance between rows of connection-rivets, in inches.

57. Unstiffened flanges of compression members and girders shall
nave a mmimum thickness of

Pl

120.000

in which t= minimum thickness of metal, in inches;

p= axial unit-stress, in lbs. per sq. in.;

I= unsupported length of outstanding leg, in inches.

58. Rigid counters -xre preferred,
used, shall have open turnbuckles.

Adjustable counters, when

59. Pony-truss bridges shall be of rivetted type. Spans of SO feet

"^^uVVT'^ °^ bearings, or less, may have single-webbed trusses
with T-chords; but all spans over 50 feet in length shall have double-
webbed chords, and latticed or otherwise effectually stiffened web-mem-
bers, unless otherwise specified by the engineer.

60. In all pony-truss bridges, the floorbeams shall be rigidly con-
nected to vertical truss-members

; and stiffening gussets, as large as
practicable without interfering with the roadway clearances, shall be
provided. The vertical truss-members and the floorbeam connections
thereto shall, when practicable, be proportioned to resist, at the speci-
fied unit-stresses, a lateral force applied at the top-chord of the truss
equal to 2% of the maximum top-chord stress. When impracticable to
design the vertical truss-members sufficiently strong to meet this re-
quirement, outside wing-braces shall be added.

61. Plate-girders shall be proportioned for bending-moments eitherby the moment of inertia of their net section, or by assuming that
the flanges are concentrated at their centre of gravity. In the latter
case, one-eighth of the gross section of the web-plate shall be assumed
as quivalent net section for the tension flange.

62. The gross section of the compression flange of plate-girders
shall not be less than that of the tension flange; nor shall the stress
per square-mch in the compression flange of any beam or girder exceed
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16,000—20n_ lbs., where l= the unsupported length, in inches, and
b

b= the width of the flange, in inches.

63. When flange-plates are used on plate-girders, they shall extend
not less than one foot beyond the point where any portion of their

section is needed to make up the required flange area.

64. Splices in web-plates shall be avoided as far as possible; but,

when necessary, they shall be designed so that the full value of the

web-plate will be uniformly developed, both for bending and for shear.

65. There shall be web-stiffeners, generally in pairs, over bearings
and at points of concentrated loading. In^.-.-ediate stiffeners shall

he provided when the thickness of the web-plate is less than one-

sixtieth (1/60) of the unsupported distance between flange-angles,

spaced in accordance with the forniula given below ; but the clear dis-

tance between stiffeners shall not exceed 6 feet, nor shall it exceed the

clear depth of the web-plate, measured between flange-angles :

—

Klour- beams.

End-Struts.

d=— (12,000— s);
40

in which d= clear distance, in inches, Lttween stiffeners;

t= thickness of web-plate, in inches;

s= shear per square-inch.

6<i Stiffeners at end bearings and at points of concentrated load-

ing shall be proportioned as columns, with a unit-stress of 12.000 lbs.

per square-inch; they shall be on fillers, and their outstanding legs

shall be as wide as the horizontal legs of the flange-angles on which
they bear (inside measurement). Intermediate stiffeners may be off-

set or on fillers, and their outstanding legs shall have a width of not
less than one-thirtieth (1/30) of the depth of the girder, plus two (2)
inches.

67. Floorbeams shall preferably be set at right-angles to the
trusses or main girders, md shall be rigidly connected thereto; except
in the case of deck bridges, where the floorbeams may rest upon the
top-chords, if permitted by the engineer. End floorbeams shall be pro-
vided, when possible ; and they shall preferably be designed for jacking-

up the bridge, if necessary, under which condition the allowed unit-

stresses shall not be exceeded by more than 50%.

o8. When impossible to use end floorbeams with through bridges,
end-struts and stringer cross-frames shall be provided, which shall be
rigidly connected to the stringers and to the trusses or main girders.
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69. Lateral, longitudinal and transverse bracing shall h<: rigid,
and shall be proportioned, 1st, so that the unsupported length thereof
will not exceed 175 times the least radius of gyration; 2nd, so that
the fibre-stress resulting from their own weight will not exceed the
allowed axial unit-stress for compression ; 3rd, so that the fibre-stress
resulting from their own weight, combined with any computed axial
stress, will not exceed the allowed axial unit-stress for tension or
compression, as the case may be.

70. Thrnugh-truss bridges shall be provided with portal-bracing,
rigidly connected to the end-posts and top<hords; it shall be propor-
tioned for the total specified wind-load on the top-chords, and shall be
as deep as the specified clearance will allow. Furthermore, sway-
bracing shiil be provided at all intermediate principal verticals ; or, in

the case of lattice trusses having no intermediate vertical members,
on all principal compression web-members, fway-bracing shall also
be as deep as the specified clearance will allow.

71. Deck bridges shall be provided with transverse bracing at
the ends, proportioned for the total specified wind-load on the top-
chords

;
also transverse bracing at all intermediate principal verticals

;

or, in case there are no full-depth intermediate verticals, on all prin-
cipal compression web-members.

72. Viaduct-towers shall have at their base both t'ansverse and
longitudinal struts, proportioned to slide the movable shoes when the
structure is unloaded.

73. Through plate-girders shall have their top flange stayed at
each floorbeam; or, in case of solid floors, at distances not exceeding
12 feet, by knee-braces or gussets.

DETAILS OF DESIGN.

Kye-Bara. 74. Adjacent eye-bars of a member shall be so arranged that their
surfaces will not be in contact. Eye-bars shall be as nearly as possible
parallel to the plane of the truss, with a maximum inclination of one
inch in 16 feet.

Pln-Plate8. 75. Pi„.plates shall be of suflicient thickness to make up the
required bearing area on the pin ; they shall be as wide as the dimen-
sions of the member will allow ; and their length, measured from pin-
centre to end, shall be at least equal to their width. Pin-plates shall
contain sufficient rivets to distribute their due proportion of the pin
pressure to the full cross-section of the member ; and only the rivets
located in front of two lines, intersecting at the pin-centre and inclined
at 45 degrees to the axis of the member, shall be considered effective
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for this purpose. !n case of members composed of web-plates and
flange-angles (with or without a cover-plate), there shall be at least
one outside pin-plate, covering the vertical legs of the flange-angles.

76. Forked ends on compression members will only be permitted
when unavoidable; but, when used, a sufficiency of pin-plates shall be
provided to make the jaws of twice the sectional area of the mem-
ber. At least one of these pin-plates shall extend to the far edge of
the farthest tie-plate, and the balance shall extend to the far edge of
the nearest tie-plate, but not less than 6 inches beyond the near edge
of the farthest tie-plate.

77. Pins shall be long enough to insure a full bearing thereon of
all the parts connected thereby. They shall be secured either by cham-
bered nuts or by solid nuts provided with washers. The screw-ends
shall be long enough to admit of burring the thread.

78. Filling-rings shall be provided, where necessary, to prevent
lateral movement on pins of the members connected thereby.

79. In calculating the number of rivets required, the nominal
diameter only, or size of the cold rivet before driving, shall be taken
as effective.

80. The minimun-i distance between centres of ' rets shall be
three times the diameter of the rivet; but, preferably, 3 inches for
^-inch rivets, 2J4 inches for flinch rivc'-!, and 2% inches for ^-inch
rivets. In members composed of plates and ang'es, the maximum
rivet-pitch in line of stress shall be 6 inches. In built tension members,
the rivet-pitch shall not exceed sixteen times the thickness of the
thinnest plate or angle, except in angles having two lines of stag-
gered rivets, where the pitch on each line may be twice this limit. In
built compression members, the rivet-pitch shall not exceed twelve
times the thickness of the thinnest outside plate or angle, except in

angles having two lines of str.ggpred rivets, where the pitch on each
line may be one and one-half ti.-' es this limit.

81. In built compression members, the rivet-pitch at the ends shall
not exceed four times the diameter of the rivet for a length equal to
one and one-half times the maximum width of the member; except in
angles having two lines of rivets, staggered, where the pitch on each
line may be twice this limit, but not greater than that allowed for the
body of the member.

82. The number of rivets connecting flange-angles of plate-girders
to the web-plate shall be sufficient to develop the increment of flange-
stress, combined with any load applied to the flange ; and the maximum
pitch in the vertical legs of the loaded flange-angles shall not exceed
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4 inches on a single line, or 8 inches when there are two lines of
rivets, staggered.

83. When two or more flange-plates are used, and which project
more than 3 inches beyond the edge of the flange-angles, an extra
line of rivets shall be driven along each edge ; spaced not more than
sixteen times the thickness of the thinnest outside plate, for the ten-
sion flange; nor more than twelve times the thickness of the thinnest
outside plate, for the compression flange.

84. The minimurr distance from the centre of any rivet to a
sheared edge shall be V/i inches for ^inch rivets. V4 inches for
^-inch rivets and 1% inches for J^-inch rivets; and, to a rolled or
planed edge, V/4, \% and 1 inches, respectively. The maximum edge-
distance for rivets shall be eight times the thickness of the thinnest
outside plate, but not more than 6 inches.

85. The diameter of the rivets in any angle channel or beam
subject to calculated stress shall not exceed one-quarter of the width
of the leg in which they are driven. In minor parts, ^-inch rivets
may be used in 3-inch legs; .>ii.inch rivets in 2,4-inch legs; and ^i-inch
rivets in 2-inch legs.

86. Rivets subject to calculated stress, and whose grip exceeds
four diameters, shall be increased in number at least ^ne per cent, for
each additional one-sixteenth-inch grip.

87. Turned bolts may only be used in place of rivets by special
permission of the engineer.

88. Tension members shall be connected or spliced for an axial
stress equal to their net sectional area, in square-inches, multiplied by
16,000 lbs. per square-inch. Compression members shall be connected
for an axial stress equal to their gross sectional area, in square-inches,
multiplied by 12,000 lbs. per square-inch. Truss members subject to
reversal of stress, shall be connected for an axial stress equal to the
numerical sum of the stresses. Lateral, longitudinal and transverse
bracing, when subject to reversal of stress, shall be connected for
their maximum value, whether in tension or compression.

89. Compression members abutting on a pin shall have sufficient
bearing thereon to transmit the entire thrust without exceeding the
allowable unit-bearing. In rivetted structures, continuous compression
members, such as chords and trestle-posts, shall have faced ends and
full contact-bearings at the joints when rivetted. All hip-joints, as well
as joints in chords subject to transverse loading, shall be fully spliced

;

other joints shall be spliced for not less than 50% of the axial stress
in the m -mbers.
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90. No member or component part thereof, except lattice-b*rs,

shall be spliced or connected by fewer than 3 rivets.

91. Where splire-plates are not in direct contact with the P'^rti

which Ihey connect, the number of rivets therein, which would other-

wise be required for a contact-splice, shall be increased by 10% for

each intervening plate.

92. Rivets carrying stress and passing through fillers shall be

increased in number by 20% ; and the additional rivets, when possible,

shall be outside of the connected member.

Arrangement 93. The materials for splices shall be so arranged that the strength

M«i«rlala. o^ *ach component part of the member spliced, including legs of angles,

flanges and webs of beams and channels, etc., will be fully de-

veloped.

Indirect
8pUe««.

ruian.
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94. The open sides of compression members sh?!l be provided

with tie-plates, placed as near the ends as practicable, and, if located

farther from the intersection-point than twelve times the width of

th<; outstanding flanges, diaphragms shall be added. Tie-plates shall

also be provided at intermediate points where the latticing may be

interrupted.

95. In main members, the end tie-plates shall have a length of

not less than one and one-half times, ai.d intermediate tie-plates, a

length of not less than the perpendicular distance between the lines

of rivets connecting them to the flanges ; their thickness shall not be

less than one-fiftieth (1/50) of the distance between connecting lines

of rivets.

96. When intermediate tic-; '<ites are used with tension members
instead of lattir ng, they shall be spaced not farther apart in the dear
tli.di fifteen times the width of the flange to which they are attached,

and they shall be connected to the member by not fewer than 3 rivets

on each side.

97. The latticing of compression members shall be proportioned

to resist a cross shear equal to 2% of the axial stress in the member,
which shear sh.ill be considered as divided equally between the two
parallel planes of latticing.

98. The minimum width of lattice-bars shall be 25^ inch;.s for

^•inch rivets, 254 inches for ^-inch rivets, and 2 inches for V^inch

rivets. The minimum thickness shall be one-fortieth (1/40') of the

distance between end rivets, in the case of single latticing; and one-

sixtieth (1/60) of this distance for double l.itticing, rivetted at the
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intertections. Shapes of equivalent 'Strength may be used instead of

flats.

andSpuingor
*' ^""'ccbars shall generally be inclined at an angle of about

lAttlca-Ban. 60 degrees to the axis of the member, when single latticing is userl

;

and they shall be inclined at an angle of not less than 45 degrees, w'th

double latticing; furthermore, the maximum spacing of lattice-bars

shall be such that the ratio 1/r for the p< .tion of single flange included

between consecutive connections will be smaller than this r;>tio for the

member as a whole.

Kxpanslon. 100. Provision for expansion, to the extent of one inch for each

80 feet, shall be made for all bridge structures. Spans of less than

80 feet may be arranged to slide upon steel plates with smooth sur-

faces; but spans of 80 feet and over shall be provided with turned

rollers or rc-kers, or with special sliding bearings, as described below.

101. ExKansion-rollers 'hall not be less than 4 inches in diameter

;

they shall be connected together by substantial side-bars, and shall be

effectually guided so as to prevent lateral movement, skewing or creep-

ing. The rollers and bearing-plates shall be protected from dirt and

water, a< far as possible, by suitable curtain-plates ; and the whole

construction shall be such that water will not be retained therein, and
that it may be easily in'.pected and cleaned.

102. Sliding plates for the expansion-bearings of spans oT 80 feet

and over shall be of hard bronze, or of some other hard non-corrosive

material; they shall be chamfered at the cnrfs, and shall be securely

held in position ; furthermore, they shall be so arranged that the slid-

ing surfaces thereof cannot become clogged by dirt.

103. Fixed bearings shall be firmly anchored to the masonry.

104. Spans of 100 feet and over shall preferably rest upon hinged
or disc bearings, which shall be constructed so as to distribute the

load evenly over the entire bearing. Bed-plates may be castings, or
they may be of rolled steel.

Anchor-BolU. 105. Anchor-bolts shall not be less than one and one-quarter (\%)
inches in diameter.

Anehonfe. 106. Anchor-bolts for viaduct-towers and similar structures shall

be long enough to engage a mass of masonry weighing not less than
one and one-half (1%) times the amount of the net uplift.

CamlMr. J07 Trusses shall be cambered, either by increasing the length of

the top-chord % inch per 10 feet; or by so modifying the length of

members that the floor-line will be straight when the bridge is fully

loaded.

Special
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Membera.
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MOVABLE BRIDGES.

108. Movable bridges m«y be ctassified, in a general manner, ai
followi :—

(a) Swing-bridges, which revolve about a vertical axii;
(b) Bascule-bridges, which lift at on- end;
(c) Rolling-bridges, which move horizontally;
(d) Lift-bridges, wliich move vertically;
(e) Pontoon-draw-bridRts. which float on pontoons

;

(f) Transporter bridges, in which a travelling platform, at th^
roadway-level, is suspended from an overhead fixed-span

;

and the type »o be ad-.pted for a j-articular location shall be as
specified by the engineer.

109. The minimum clear width of waterway, and the clear height
above the water when the bridge is open, shall be as specified by the
engineer.

110. The structural parts of movable bridges shall be designed :•>

accordance with the requirements herein specified for steel bridges
generally, except as modified hereinafter. In proportioning members
subject to bending from pin-friction, eccentric connections or other
causes, the computed bending stress shall be increased by 25% • and
the total fibre-stress, resuU'ng from combined axial and bending
stresses, shall not exceed the allowed axial unit-stress.

111. Members subject to alternate stresses of tension .nd com-
pression during the operation of the bridge, shall further o. propor-
tioned for either of these stresses, increased by 50% of the smaller-
and the connections shall be proportioned for the sum t!-, -cof.

112. Members to which machinery is attached, as well as other
members affected thereby, .hall be designed to meet the maximum force
which can be exerted by the motive power, either specified or supplied
or by the maximum force due to retardation by the brakes.

113. In proportioning the machinery and supports for same a
horizontal wind-pressure of 15 lbs. per square-foot on the vertical pro-
jection of all exposed surfaces of the movable structure shall b*-
assumed; which wind-pressure shall further be taken as acting in any
horizontal direction, and tt any period during the operation of the
bridge. The structure as a whole, with the movable portion in any
position, shall be designed for a horizontal wind-pressure of 30 lbs
per square-foot, similarly applied.

114. The uniform live-load for swing-bridges shall be as specified
for spans of length equal to that of one arm thereof ; or, in the case
of unequal arms, to that of the shorter arm.
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9****^ 'or 115 i„ computing the itresut for twing-bridget, continuoui over
three or four fupport*. the following cases shall be considered :—

Ca»e I. Dead-load, bridge twinging; or closed, with ends just

touching supports

;

Case II. Dead-load, bridge closed, with ends lifted sufficienMy tr

produce the full reaction, computed as for a continuoui.

girder

;

Case III. Live-toad on closed bridge, placed so as to give maxi-

mum stresses of tension and compression in every mem-
ber.

116. The foDowinK combinations of stresses shall be considered;

and the various r- embers shall be proportioned for that combination
which requires the greatest section, taking into account the impact and
provision for reversals, specified in connection with motor-truck and
electric car loads only.

Case I, plu* 25^r for impact

;

Case I with Case III and impact, if an> ;

Case II with Case III and impact, if any.

117. Turntables for swinR-b-idges may be centrebcarinK, rim-
bearing, or a combination of the two.

118. Centrc-bearins turntables shall be designed so that the entire
dead-load of the bridge, when swinging, will be carried o. the centre
pivot. When the bridge is closed, the trusses or main Kirders shall
be supported at the pivot-pier by wedges or othcrwie to provide for
the live-load reaction ; except in the case of narrow bridges, for which
such supports may he omitted, ,)rovided that the transverse loading-
girder shall be designed to carry both dead-load and live-load. Balance-
wheels, running on a circular track, shall be provided for the purpose
of balancing the bridge while swinging ; which balance-wheels and their
supports shall be designed to resist the overturning effect of the speci-
fied wind-load, together with an assumed unbalanced load on one end
of the bridge, equ.il to one-half of one per cent. (0.5%) of the total
weight of the movable structure, but in no case less than 3.000 lbs.

119. In the case of rim-bearhig turntables, the loading and dis-
tributing girders shall he designed so as to distribute the total dead-
loau ?nd live-load, thereon, equally among all of the rollers. When a
circular girder or drum is used, if shall preferably be loaded at not
fewer than eight equidistant points ; all splices therein shall be suffi-

cient to develop the full str-ngth of the materials spliced; abutting
ends shall be faced; and the bottom shall have a planed surface,
centrally located with the web, and of sufficient area to transinii ilij

TurnWiblei.

Centre-
^earlnR
TumtRbles.

Rim- Bearing
Turntables.
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load thereon to the upper tread withmit exceedinx ihe allowed unit-
bearing.

120. Upper and lower tread* for rim hearing lurntabte* and tracki
for centre-bearing turntable, .hall be dc.igned .ufRcienily strong and
Miff to distribute the maximum roller or balance-wheel load to the
adjacent drum or maionry. without exceeding the allowed unit-bearing,
thereon; bearing surface, and abutting end. .hall be planed. Lower
tread, and track, .hall be .tcurrly anchored to the ma.onry. aii.l con-
nected to the centre pedestal ca.'ing.

121. Rollers and balance-wheel, shall be ..roportioncd .o that the
allowed bearing therr-n will not be excer.'.j; and .hall be turned so
as to 'oH /reely on the trea.U or track. Her. for rim-bearing turn-
tables shall be eflfectjally held in their rcl. position by .tiff .pacing,
rings, connected to and revolving about the .entre pedestal; and they
sha be adjustable, radially. Balance-wheel, shall be adjustable ver-
tically.

122. Rack-.egments shall be steel or iron castings; they shall b
machined at connection, to .upport. and on the end., and .hall be
.ecurely fa.tened to the lower t'cad r.r track, or to the masonry. The
fastenmgs for each segment (including connections to the adjoining
segments) shall be sufficient to (kvelap at least tw ice the full strength
of one rack-tooth

123. The centre pedestal casting shall be of .^teel or iro; , and shall
be proportioned for both strength and rigiditj . it shall be turned
where necessary, concentric with the axir. and fact ,.n the bottom
truly at right-angles to same. It shall be seem. anchored to t.
masonry.

124. The pivot casting shall be of steel or iron and shall he sup-
ported upon three discs: on.. „f phosphor-bronze I.e. ween two of hard

bronze. The steU discs .hall be oil-tempered ; and al! shall bt turnedor ground accurately and finished to a high polish. The pivot and
discs shall be effectually held, laterally, to resist th, specified wind-
torce on the bridge while swinging, without dcp. ,ling upon the
strength of bolts in shear; and provision shall be made for their
removal, without jacking-up the structure more than is necessary to
take oft the load.

125 Swing-bridges shall be provided with effective end-lifts can-able of extrt.ng an upward force exceeding the maximum negative
ive-Ioad reaction by at least 25%, and having a bearing capacity equalto the maximum positive reaction. Where wedges are used in this
connection, the actuating mechanism shall be non-reversible and of
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.ufRcfcrnt i(ren«ih lo prevent the wedges from backing out. no allow
ance being made for frictional retiilance on wedge lurfacci.

i.
jj'^ ^•*'"' *''" ^ ' ••'""» '"•*'' »• "«'» •"'• of ev^y »wing-

brWge. deiivnrd to clow automatically, and .o th,,t it may hr ranily
releawd When there are guard-plcr.. additional latrh-catchcn >hall be
provided thereon to necure the hrif" t when (>|ien.

127. In computing the utrcMc* f„r bascule l.ridgei. the followiiiK
cr«ulition« or case* of loading .liall he considered :-

Caw I, Dead-load, bridge closed
;

Case II. Dead-load, bridge in any position which may give maxi-
mum stresses of tension and compression in every
member;

Case III. Wind-load of 30 lbs. per square-foot on the vertical pr.v
jcction f.f all expose! surfaces of the entire structure
acting in any horizontal direction and at any period
durmg the operation of the bridge.

Case IV. I.ive-Ioad on closed bridge, placed so as to give maxi-
mum .esses of tension and compression in every
member.

128. Tbc following combinations of stresses shall be considered-
and the various members shall be proportioned for that combination
which requires the greatest section.—

Case I with Case IV, including impact for motor-truck or electric-
car loads only, and the specified increase on account of
alternate stresses due thereto;

Case II, plus 25% for impact, and increased for alternate stresses
as herein specified

;

Case H with Case III. no impact and no consideration for alter-
natc stresses.

SSTrtT'*' .
>29. Steel towers and other parts of the structure which supportthe counterweigh, shall be proportioned to resist, in addition to thevertical loads tnere.n. a horizontal force. i„ any direction, equal tothe specified w-ind-load

;
or equal to 5% of the supported load, applied

at Its centre of gravity.

IUlnTo7cTnr' '^; ^" '"^portioning rcinforcii.R members, embedded in the coun-
terweight for .supporting or transferring the load to the main struc-
ture, prov-is.on shall be made for reversals of stress as specified for
alternate dead-load stresses, together with .-.n impact allowance of 25%
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131. The stresses for other types of movable bridges shall be
computed for the various conditions of loading incident thereto; and
the members thereof shall be proportioned for combinations of stresses,

generally in accordance with conditions herein governing the design
of fixed, swing and bascule bridges, or as may be specified by the
engineer.

132. Gears may be of steel, cast-iron or bronze; tney shall pre-

ferably have machine-cut teeth of the standard fifteen-degree involute

type, with addendum equal to 0.318 and dedendum equal to 0.368 of the

circular pitch. The teeth shall be designed on the assumption that

the entire load is taken Ly one tooth, applied at the end thereof and
uniformly distributed throughout its length. The face of cut gears
shall not exceed five limes and, of uncut gears, three times the circular

pitch. For rack and pinion gearing and similar cases, special forms
of teeth, designed to secure greater strength, may be used.

133. In worm-gearing, the worm and wheel shall be made of
different metals; generally, the former shall be of steel and the latter

of phosphor-bronze or cast-iron. Worm-gearing shall be cut; and the
strength of the teeth of the wheel shall be computed in the same
manner as for ordinary toothed gearing. In all cases, special provision
shall be made for lubrication, by enclosing both worm and wheel in a
tight casing, preferably cast with the bearings, and with jyovision for

an oil-bath for either the worm or wheel.

134. Shafting may be of cold-rolled, bar or forged steel. Line
shafting shall not be less than one and fifteen-sixteenths inches in
diameter; and the bearings for . .me shall be spaced not over sixty
dianeters apart. All gearing, couplings or other attachments shall be
cl e t bearings. Shafting shall be designed for combined bending
ar. torf i, in accordance with the formula for equivalent bending-
momer , lerewith:

—

M,= J4 (M-f VM'+f");
in which M,= equivalent bending-momcnt

;

M= bending-iiioment

;

T— twisting-moment, or torque.

135. Provision shall be made for the weaken!*:? effect of keyways,
assuming that one koyway, or two keyways at right-angles to one-
another, will reduce the section-modulus of the shaft, in bending, to
K3% of its original value; and that two keyways opposite one-another
will reduce this section-modulus to 75%. At all points where the
diameter of a shaft is changed, a fillet, as large as possible, shall be
used.
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136. Effectual means for preventing longitudinal movement of
shaftmg shall be provided, such as a spIit-colLr clamped in a cut
groove or a substantial pin or bolt passing through a collar or through
the hub of an attached part. Collars with set-screws may be used onlym case there is no definite longitudinal force to be resisted.

137. All parts transmitting torsion to shafts shall be fastened
thereto by keys. The width of keys shall be approximately one-fourth
of the diameter of the shaft; and their thickness, about two-thirds of
their width; they shall be tapered % inch to a foot, and shall be
provided with Rib-heads wherever possible. When two keys are used,
they shall not be placed opposite one-another.

138. Bearings, generally, shall be of cast-iron, except where steel
IS required for strength. All steel bearings, and cast-iron bearings sub-
ject to heavy duty or fast-running shafts, shall be babbitted, or lined
with some other suitable material, preferably bronze.

139. Axles for balance-wheels shall either be fixed in the wheel
and turn in the bearings

; or fixed in the bearings, with the wheel
turnmg In the latter case, the hub of the wheel shall be of such length
that a normal to the wheel-tread, at any point, will fall well within
the limits of the rotating bearing on the axle.

fasten?"
^**''"^'^* ^"^ tap-bolts shall not be used for any important

141. Movable bridges may be operated by hand-power only, or by
both hand and mechanical power, depending upon local conditions and
as specified by the engineer.

142. In the case of hand-power, t.ie number of men and the time
required to operate the bri.Ige shall be estimated on tlie assumption
that one man will push 40 lbs. on the turning-lever while walking at a
speed of 160 feet per minute. In proportioning the machinery parts
It shall be assumed that there will be at least two men on each handle
of the turning-lever, pushing 75 lbs. eacli.

143. If the bridge is to be operated by mechanical power, the
motor Sim

1 be of ample capacity to perform its duty at the required
speed Al machinery parts, including connections and supports there-
for, shall be proportioned, at the specified unit-stresses, for the rated
power of the motor, increased by 100% for impact. No matter what
mechanical power may be used, all movable bridges shall also be pro
vided with hand-power operating machinery. The arrangement and
details of the machinery, construction and location of the operator's
cabin, and any other details connected with the mechanical operating
power, shall be subject to the approval of the 'ngineer
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144. The contractor shall in all cases supply the engineer with ;iie

performance-curve of the motor to be used. In the case of electric-
power, a direct-current motor of 220 volts shall be given preference;
although a polyphase alternating-current motor, of the wound rotor
type and of not over SSO volts, may be used. All electric motors shall
be iwovided with safety devices, designed to prevent excessive over-
loadmg; and the entire electrical equipment shall be installed in ac-
cordance with requirements of the authorities having jurisdiction in
such matters. When steam-power is used, the contractor shall supply
the engineer or owner with such certificates of inspection as may be
required by the local authorities. In all cases, the motor, of whatever
form, shall be of a well-known make.

145. The operating machinery of movable bridges shall be designed
and constructed in a substantial manner, and shall be free from com-
plicated and flimsy contrivances. All parts shall be arranged so that
they may be easily erected, adjusted and taken apart ; and they shall
be accessible for inspection, cleaning and repairs. Fastenings shall be
designed so that, when all machinery parts are properly set, lined and
adjusted, they will be permanently fixed.

^

146. In the case of swing-bridges, the operating machinery shall
be capable of holding tiie structure, or of operating it, at a reduced
speed, under an unbalanced wind-pressure of 5 lbs. per square-foot,
acting upon the vertical projection of all exposed surfaces of one arm
only. When the arms are of equal length, the machinery shall be
arranged for making a complete revolution of the bridge in either
direction. Hand-power machinery shall be arranged so that the lever
for operating the end-lifts and for swinging the bridge will be applied
as near the centre pivot as practicable. Keyholes in the floor, for
applying the operating-lever, shall be provided with suitable cast-iron
or steel covers.

147. Operating-machinery shall, in all cases, be provided with
eflfective brakes, to hold the bridge against the specified wind-load or tobrmg It to rest in the time allowed in the calculations. In estimating
the effect of the brake on all parts of the mechanism, incli^ ng the
rack and members of the structure to which machinery is tached
frictional resistances which assist the brake shall be added, using maxi-mum values. In determining the loss of power due to friction, the
efficiency of cut-gears shall be taken at 98% ; of uncut gears, 857c
the coefficient of friction for journals shall be taken at 10%- for
wedges. I57c on the top surface and 20% on the bottom.

148. Machinery parts shall be designed in accordance with the
permissible unit-stresses given in Table I. below, in lbs. per square-inch.
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Table I. Unit-stresses, Machinery Parts.
Rolled rorged

„, ^ . „
Structural Steel Steel Steel Iron

Kind of Strew. steel. Shafting. ShafUng. Castings. Castings. Brass.
Axial Tension 16,000 16.000 20,000 12.000
Direct Compression 14,000 14,000 17.500 14,000 10000 3000

f«"*^'"8
16,000 12,000 15,000 12,000 3^000 3*000

S'l^^'"
•

10.000 10.000 12,000 10,000 3,000 3.'oOO

149. The strength of fifteen-degree involute gear-teeth shall be
cietermined by the formulae below. Unit-stresses for speeds between
those given to be obtained by interp .lati.ni. Other forms of gear-teeth
shall be proportioned so that their ina.xinium fibre-stress in bending
will not exceed the unit-stresses givin in Tables II and III.

P= s p f y, for plain gear.s ;

_ d
P— s p f y —, for bevel f ?ars ;

D
in which P= maximum load on tooth, in pounds;

s = unit-stress for bending, as given in Tables II and III;

p= pitch teeth, in inches;

f^^face -uoth, in inches
;

y= strength-factor, depending upon the form of the tooth,
as given in Table I\'

:

d =: small pitch-diameter of a bevel-gear
;

D= large pitch-diameter of same bevel-gear.

Table II. Unit-stressks "s" for Cast-irox a.\d Bronze Gear-teeth.

Speed of teeth, in feet per minute.
100 or less 200 300 600 900 1.200 1.800 2,400

Cut Teeth .... 8,000 6,000 4,800 4,000 3,000 2,400 2,000 1 700
Cast Teeth .... 4,000 .\000 2.400

Table III. Unit-stressks •^" for Stkix Gear-teeth.

Speed of teeth, in feet per minute.
100 or less 200 300 600 900 1,200 1,800 2,400

Cut Teeth .... 20,000 l.S.OOO 12.000 10,000 7,500 6,000 5,500 4 300
Cast Teeth .... 10,000 7,500 6,000

Table IV. Strength-factor "y" for Fifteex-degree Ixvollte Teeth,
No. of No. of Xo.of No. of
Teeth. Factor. Teeth Factor. Teeth Factor. Teeth. Factor

12 0.067 18 0.08.3 27 0.100 60 0114
13 0.070 19 0.087 .30 0.102 75 0116
14 0.072 20 0.090 34 0.104 100 0118
15 0.075 21 0.092 38 0.107 150 0120
16 0.077 23 0.094 43 0.110 300 0122
17 0.080 25 0.097 50 0.112 Rack 0124
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150. The maximum bearing-Vklues. in lbs. per square-inch, to be
used for rotatmg and sliding surfaces where the speed is slow and
intermittent, are as follows :—
Pivots for swing-bridges, hardened tool-steel on phosphor-bronze 3,000
Trunnion-bearmgs for bascule-bridges, forged steel on phosphor-

^ j'^"""
•

V 1,200
Wedges, cast-iron on bronze

^qq
Wedges, cast-iron on cast-iron or steel soQ
Screws which transmit motion igg
Steel journals on bronze bushings iqqq
Steel or cast-iron journals on babbitted bushings '.

Voo

151. In order to prevent heating and seizing at higher speeds, th^-
pressure per square-inch on pivots, foot-step-bearings for vertical shafts
and on journals shall not exceed:—

_ 160,000

P — , on pivots

;

n d

_300,000
'

P , on journals;
n d

in which p= pressure per square-inch
;

n:= number of revolutions per minute;
d= diameter of pivot or journal, in inches.

,. fp-.
.^°'' "ank-pins and similar parts with alternating motion,

the limiting bearing-value, as derived from the above formula for
journals, may be doubled; but it shall not exceed the limit herein
specihed for slow speeds.

153. The maximum bearing, in lbs. per lineal-inch, on rollers in
motion, shall be as follows :—

Cast-iron 2OO d
Cast-steel ^qO d
Forged steel 750 j
Tool-steel 1200 d
Hardened tool-steel ISOO d

in which d = diameter of roller, in inches. The above values are for
roller and bearing surfaces of the same material; if of different ma-
terials, the lower value shall be used.

154. All movable bridges which leave the roadway unprotected
when open shall be provided with safety-gates, or with chains, to stop
the traffic. When specified by the engineer, the gates shall b,- arranged
so that the bridge cannot be opened before the gates are closed, and
so that the gates cst.not be opened before the bridge is closed and
locked.



p«tenu. iss. The contractor shall fully Indemnify and save harmless the

purchaser against all loss or damage, claims and demands, costs and

charges, which may arise or accrue by reason of the adoption or use

by the contractor of any patented article, device or improvement fur-

nished by him.

i

WORKMANSHIP.

General. 156. All parts forming a structure shall be built in accordance

with approved drawings. The workmanship and finish shall be equal

to the best practice in modern bridge works. Material shall have

clean surfaces before being worked in the shop.

Btralchtentng. 157. Material shall be thoroughly straightened in the shop, by
methods that will not injure it, before being laid off or worked in any
way.

Fintab.

Lattice-ban.

Rivet-holes.

Punched
Holes.

Reamed
Holes.

158. Sheariri}, .tnd chipping shall be neatly and accurately done,

and all portions o!' the work exposed to view shall be neatly finished.

When specified by the engineer, sheared edges of all splice and con-

nection plates for main members, and of all material over % inch

thick, shall be planed at least % inch.

159. Lattice-bars shall have neatly rounded ends, unless otherwise
called for.

160. Unless otherwise specified by the engineer, rivet-holes in main
members shall either be drilled from the solid, or sub-punched and
reamed. In lateral and sway-bracing and in secondary parts, such as

tie-plates, lattice-bars, stiflFeners, etc., rivet-holes may be punched full

size.

161. Where reaming is not required, the diameter of the punch
shall not be more than one-sixteenth (1/16) inch greater than the nom-
inal diameter of the rivet ; nor the diameter of the die more than one-

eighth (14) inch greater than that of the punch. Punching shall be

accurately done. Drifting, to enlarge unfair holes, will not be allowed.

If holes must be enlarged to admit the rivets, they shall be reamed.

Poor matching of holes will be cause for rejection.

162. In the case of sub-punching and reaming, the diameter of

the punch shall be not less than three-sixteenths (3/16) inch smaller

than the nominal diameter of the rivet; and the holes shall be reamed
to a diameter not more than one-sixteenth (1/16) inch greater than

the nominal diameter of the rivet. The holes, before being reamed,

shall match with sufficient accuracy so that at least one-sixteenth (1/16)

inch of metal will be removed from the die-side thereof. Reaming
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shall be done with twist drills and without using any lubricant. The
outside burrs on reamed holes shall be removed.

163. Holes in steel of greater thickness than ^ inch shall dc
drilled from the solid; likewise holes in flanges of rolled beams and
channels used in bending, except when situated in the unstressed ends.
Outside burrs shall be removed.

164. All field connections except those for lateral and sway-
bracin^, shall be reamed to approved steel template: otherwise the
members shall be assembled in the shop and then reamed.

165. The several pieces forming one built member shall be straight

;

and they shall be firmly drawn together with sufficient bolts, so that
the pieces will fit closely. Contact surfaces shall be painted or oiled.
The finished member shall be free from twists, bends or open joints.

166. Web-stiflfeners shall fit neatly between the flanges of girders.
When not otherwise specified, the ends of the stiflfeners shall be faced
to make true contact bearings with the flange-angles.

167. Web splice-plates and fillers under stiflfeners shall be cut to
fit within ,'4 inch of the flange-angles. t

168. Connection-angles for floorbeams and stringers shall be set
truly square and to the exact lengths called for on the drawings. When
specified by the engineer, the main sections of floorbeams and stringers
shall be milled to exact length, after the flanges have been rivetted
and the connection-angles shall be set flush with and f c to the milled
ends; or the connection-angles may first be rivetted i., the girder or
beam, and the entire end surfaces milled. The minimum thickness of
the connection-angles, after milling, shall be H inch.

169. The size of rivets, called for on the plans, shall be under-
stood to mean their actual size before heating.

170. Rivets shall be uniformly heated to a light cherry red heat;
and they shall be driven by pressure tools wherever possible. Pneu-
matic hammers sliall be used for field rivetting in preference to other
hand tools.

171 Rivets shall look neat and finished, with heads of approved
shape, full and of equal size. They shall be central on ihe shank, and
shall grip the assembled pieces firmly. Recupping and caulking will
not be allowed. Loose, burnt or otherwise defective rivets shall be
cut out and replaced. In cutting out rivets, great care shall be taken
not to injure the adjacent metal; if necessary, they shall be drilled

172. Wherever bolts are used in place of rivets which transmit
shear, the holes shall be reamed parallel, and the turned-bolts shall
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make a driving fit, with the thread entirely outside of the hole. A
washer, not less than 'A inch thick, shall be used under both head
and nut.

173. Eye-bars shall be straight and true to size, and shall be free
from twists, folds in the neck or head, or any other defect. Heads
shall be made by upsetting, rolling or forging. Welding will not be
allowed. The form of the heads may be determined by the dies in
use at the works where the eye-bars are to be made, if satisfactory to
the engineer; but the manufacturer shall guarantee the bars to break
in the body when tested to rupture. The thickness of head and neck
shall not vary more than 1/16 inch from that specified.

174. Before boring, each eye-bar shall be properly annealed and
carefully straightened. Pin-holts shall be on the centre-line of the eye-
bar and in the centre of the heads. Bars of the same length shall
be bored so accurately that, when placed together, pins 1/32 inch
smaller in diameter than the pin-holes can be passed through the holes
at both ends of the bars, at the same time and without forcing.

175. Pin-holes shall be bored true to gauge, smooth and straight

;

at right-angles to the axis of the member, and parallel to each other,
unless otherwise called for. The boring shall be done after the mem-
ber has been rivetted up.

176. The distance centre to centre of pin-holes shall be correct
within 1/32 inch; the diameter of the holes shall not be more than
1/50 inch larger than that of the pin, for pins up to 5 inches in
diameter; and 1/32 inch, for larger pins.

177. Pilot and driving nuts shall be furnished for each size of
pin.

178. Pins and rollers shall be accurately turned to gauge; they
shall be straight and smooth and entirely free from flaws.

179. Screw-threads shall make tight fits in the nuts; when over
IH inches in diameter, they shall be made with six threads per inch.

180. Expan.sion bed-plates shall be planed true and smooth. Cast
bed-plates shall be planed top and bottom. The finishing-cut of the
planing tool shall be fine, and shall be parallel to the direction of the
expansion.

181. Excepting minor details, steel which has been partially
heated shall be properly annealed.

182. Castings shall be free from large or injurious blow-holes; and
steel castings shall be annealed.

183. Welds in steel will not be allowed.
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MATERIALS.

184. Steel shall be made by the open-hearth process.

185. The chemical and physical properties shall conform to the
following limits :

—

structural
Steel

Rivet
Steel

Forfffd
Steel

Element! Considered

Phosphorus, max. (basic) 0.04% ... 04% 0.04%...

Phosphorus, max. (acid) 0.06% 0.04% 0.06%...

SulphiT, max o.05% 0.04% 005%...

I'ltiniate tensile strength. \ desired desired desired
lbs. per sf|. inch / 60,000 .SU.OOO 80.000

t..'>00,000 I, .500,000 1.500,000
tens. ult. tens. ult. tens,

ngth strength strength .

Steel
Castinaa

minimum
65,000

Elongation, niin
inches, Vin I ..

15

Silky or fine

t;ranular

99", d = 3t

.0.05%

.0 08%

.0.05%

inch .:,...'}

^° '" * ult.

J stier

KlouKation, niiii % in 2\ „ ^
inches, Fij{. 2 / ^ 20.

Cluructer of fracture Silky Silky Silky

Cold Ijends without fracture 180" flat 180" flat 180 flat

186. The yield-point, as indicated by the drop of beam, shall be
recorded in the test reports.

187. In order that the ultimate strength of full-sized annealed
eye-bars shall meet the requirements hereinafter specified, the ultimate
streuKth in test-.specimens may be determined by the manufacturer ; but
all other tests than those for ultimate strength shall conform to the
above requirements.

188. If the ultimate strength varies more than 4,0(X) lbs. from
that desired, a retest shall be made on the same R:auge, which, to be
acceptable, shall be within 5,000 lbs. of the desired uhimate.

189. Chemical determination of the percentages of carbon, phos-
phorus, sulphur and manganese shall be made by the manufacturer
from a test-ingot taken at the time of pouring of each melt of steel

;

and a correct copy of such analysis shall be furnished to the engineer
or his mspector. Check-analyses shall be made from finished materials,
if called for by the purchaser; in which case an excess of 25% above
the required limits will be permitted.

u uT ^l"*!'
'''^"^ ^"'^ ''^' specimens for tensile and bending tests

shall be made by cutting coupons from the finished product, which shall
have both faces rolled and both edges milled to the form shewn by
I-.g. 1; or both edges parallel; or they may be turned to a diameter
of h 'nch for a length of at least 9 inches, with enlarged ends
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191. Rivet-rods shall be tested as rolled.

192. Pin and roller specimens shall be cut from the finished
rolled or forged bar, in such manner that the centre of the specimen
shall be one inch from the surface of the bar. The specimen for ten-
sile strength shall be turned to tlie form shewn by Fig. 2. The speci-
men for bending test shall be one inch by one-half inch in section.

193. For steel castings, the number of tests will depend on the
character and miportance of the castings. Specimens shall be cut cold
from coupons moulded and cast on some portion of one or more cast-
ings from each melt; or from sink-heads, if the latter are of sufficient
sue. The coupon or sink-head so used shall be annealed with the
c -Mng before it is cut oflF. Test-specimens shall be of the form pre-
sv i for pins and rollers.
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MMStotf '*•• Ro"e<l »«fcl »lmll be tfit«d in the condition in which it

comci from the rolls.

N«j«b«r of 195. At least one tensile and one bending test shall be made from
each melt of steel as rolled. In case steel differintf H inch and more in

thickness is rolled from one melt, a test shall be made from the
thickest and thinnest material rolled.

SS^"'" '**•. ^ de«l"c''on of one per cent. (K/r) will be allowed from
the specified percentage tor elongation, for each % inch in thicknes*
above ^ inch.

Beadloc-
Tmh.

197. Bcndingtests may be made by pressure or by blows. Plates,
shapes and bars less than one inch thick shsll bend as called for in

table of properties, above. Specimen-tests 2;-j inches wide of full

si^cd material for eye-bars, and otl.er steel one inch thick and over,
tested as rolled, shall bend cold 180° around a pin, the diameter of
which is equal to twice the thickness of the bar, without fracture on
the outside of bend.

i

198. Angles of all fhickiusscs shall open cold ^ an included angle
of 150°, and close to an asjle of JO , without sign ' fracture.

Nicked B«nd« 199. Rivet steel, when nicked and bent around a bar cf the same
diameter as that of the rivet rod. shall give a gradual break and a fine

silky uniform fracture.

Bending
Ancles.

rinUb.

Melt-
NumlMrs.

DefecUre
Materiel.

Variation
(h Weight.

200. Finished material shall be free fror.. injurious seams, flaws,
cracks, defective edges or other defects; and shall have a smooth,
uniform and workmanlike finish. Plates. 36 inches in width and under,
shall have rolled edges.

2t 1. Every finished piece of steel sliall have the melt-number and
the name of the manufacturer stamped or rolled upon it. Steel for
pins and rollers shall be stamped on the end. Rivet and lattice steel

and other small parts may be hundlcd with the above marks on an
attached metal tag.

202. Material which, subsequent to the above tests at the mills

and its acceptance tliere, develops weaK spots, brittleness, cracks nr
other imperfections, or is found lo liave injurious defects, will be
rejected at the shop, and shall be replaced by the manufacturer at his

own cost.

203. A variaticii in cross-section or weight of each piece of steel

of more than 2^^% from that specified shall be sullicient cause for
rejection; except in the c.tm> of sheared plates, which shall be covered
by tlip following permissible variations, which apply to single plates,

when ordered to weight :—
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Platei, 12H lbs. per tquare foot or hravicr:—

(a) Up to 100 inches wide. 2H% above or below thf prescribed

weight.

(b) 100 inches wide and over, 5% above or below.

Plates under l2'/i lbs. per square foot:—

(a) Up to 75 inches wide, ZVj''', above or below.

(b) 75 inches wide and up to 1()0 inches wide, 5% above or 3%
below.

(c) 100 inches wide and over, IC^! above or 3% helow.

204. Plates, when ordered to KauKc will he accepted if they mea-
sure not more than 0.01 inch below the irdercd thickness.

205. An excess over the nominal weixht, corresponding to the

dimensioiis on the ordei, will he allowed for each plate, if not more
than that shewn in the foil owing table, one cubic incli of rolled steel

being assumed to weigli 0.28.v1 lb. :

—

Width of Plate.

Thickness Nominal Up to 75 to 100 to Over
Ordered. Weights. 75 ins. 100 ins. l'5ins. 115 ins.

;4 in 10.20 lbs. lO'I 14% 18%
5/16 in 12.75 lbs. 8% 12% 16%
H'm 15.30 lbs. 7% 10% 13% 17%
7/16 in 17.J5 lbs. 6% 8% 10% 13%
'A in 20.40 lbs. 5% 7% 97c 12%
9/16 in. 22.95 lbs. 4"^% 6/^% 8J^% 11%
H in 25.50 lbs. 4% 6% 8% 10%
Over J< in 3'A% 5% 6^^% 9%

206. Except where chilled iron is specified, castings shall be made
of tough grey iron, witii sulphur not ever 0.10 pf cent. They shall

be true to pattern, out of wind and free from flaws and excessive

shrinkage. If tests are demanded, they shall be made on the "Arbi-

tration Bar" of the American Society for Testing Materials, which is

a round bar \'A inches in diameter and 15 inches long. The transverse

test shall be made on a supported length with load at middle. The
minimum breaking-load so applied shall be 2.900 lbs., with a deflection

of at least 1/10 inch before rupture.

207. Wrought-iron shall be double-rolled, tough, fibrous and uni-

form in character. It shall be thoroughly welded in rolling, and shall

be free from surface defects. When tested in specimens of the form
of Fig, 1, or in full-sized pieces of the same length, it shall shew an
ultimate strength of at least 50,000 lb;., per square inch, an eloneafion
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211. The composition of babbitt-metal shall be as follows :-

^^^'' 6.0%;
'^"'""""y

8.0%.

whi.!'^: 7'"'*'m
""^^ ''*'. ''^''- '°"""^'" '°"«-'«^^f pi-"-. Douglas-firwhite red or Norway pine, spruce or birch; and. unless oSluJ

specified, it shall be of the grade known as •'merchantable "

Bye-Bar
Tm(i.

FULL-SIZED TESTS.

213. When specified by the engineer, full-sized tests on eye-barsand similar members, to the extent of at least 2% of the iLbe"required, shall be made at the manufacturer's expense. If there Te^

a^i^^'^iiss^s.ri^mi
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214. In eye-bar tott, the minimum ulttmalc ttrength thatt bt
55,000 Ibt. per *quare-inch. The elongation in 10 feet, includinK frac-

ture, ihall not be te»> than 15%. Dars ahall generally break in the
body, and the fracture (hall be tilky or fine granular ; the elastic-limit.

as indicate<l by the drop of the mercury, shall be recorded. Should a
bar break in the head yet develop the specified elongation, ultimate
Strength and character of fracture, it will not be rejected, provided
not more than one-third of the total number of bars tested fail in this

manner.
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INSPKCTION AND TESTING AT THE MILLS.

215. The pur-Luser shall he furnished complete copies of mill-

orders; and no material shall be rolled nor work done before the

purchaser has been notified where the orders have been placed so that

he may arrange for the inspection.

216. The contractor shall furnish all facilities for the inspecting

and testing of all material at the mill where it is to be manufactured.
He shall fitrnish a suitable testing-machine for testing the specimens,
as well as prepare the pieces for the machine, free of cost.

217. When an inspector is furnished by the purchaser to inspect

material at the mills, he shall have full access, at all times, to all parts

of the mills where material to be inspected by him is being manu-
far*"red.

INSPECTION AND TESTING AT THE SHOPS.

fwiltlmon.''*'
^**' ^"^"^ contractor shall furnish all facilities for inspecting and

testing the quality of workmanship at the shop where the material

is to be fabricated.

BUrtIng
Work.

Aeceii to
Shops.

AecepUng
Material.

219. The purchaser shall be notified well in advance of the start

of the work in the shop, in order that he may have an inspector on
hand to inspect material and workmanship.

220. When an inspector is furnished by the purchaser, he shall

have full access, at all times, to all parts of the shop where material
under his inspection is being fabricated.

221. The inspector shall stamp each piece accepted with a private
mark. Any piece not so marked may be rejected at any time and at

any stage of the work. If the inspector, through an oversight or
otherwise, has accepted material or work which is defective or con-
trary to the specification, such material or work, no matter in what
stage of completion, may be rejected by the purchaser.



bop-Plam.

Shlpping-
Inrolces.

3f>

222. The purchaser shall be furnished complete shop-plans.

PurcStr w?lth7htUl;''r*^-'";T.^'''" •" ^"^"'^"^'^ *° '^^

individual pieces
"' '*'"" ^''^^ *''*= scale-weights of

i

I I

il, I

MeUl
Cleaned.

8hop-Co,it
of Paint.

Inaccessibltt
Suifaces.

Fleld-Coats
of Paint.

Metal Cleaned
after
Erectloa

Wet
Weather.

Creosotlng.

PAINTING, CREOSOTING AND ASPHALT.

-apL\„?:;::„e?o";?ust^scaror rr\ '''\'' ^-^"--"'^

steel scrapers or stiff Jir I u f ^'*' "^^" ^'''^ ^^^ sand-blast.

off with r stiff bw^,:;".';;""^
'"'"'^' *'^ ^"^^^«^ ^''^" •'^ •'-ted

Priitcoat" shlirt^pt: ?;dtd 'Lf] '"'Tl'
''' -'"* ^- ^''-

boiled linseed oil in the foil.
lampblack, mixed with pure

black, 4 ozs bdled itled T"''
Proportions: red-lead, 25 lbs.; lamp-

facefff stHl'st^^arrar'''^;'*^
""•'°"' '""^'"^'"^ '°P -r-

two coats ofSt „ d shop Tlf r ^^V^"^-^'' ^'-- ^hall have

n order that they may be readily distinguished
'°'°"'"^'

tboro'u'hly^tnfd: Td^^rJ tLTSt".^" ^"^' ^^^^ ''^' "^'

be repainted. All rivet-heads hoU. . ,

"" "'"'''''^ ^'^^ « ^l'^"

Placed in the field, she'lltt-e„ 'it c^f"! ""f
""'=' ^^^ ''^^"

field-coats are applied.
shop-pamt before the

renheit, ,n a vacuum of twenty-four ^24^^^ / ^ ^^''^"' ^^''-

les. than ten (10) lbs o( uLl
^ " "^ rnercury; and not

timber shall be fore d into he timTe^^'^"'
'" ^^'^'' '^"'""^ ^^^ "^

tban one hundred and fi^ XXlT'::.:. ^'' '' ""^ '^^
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creosote Oil. 231. Crecsote oil shall contain not less than five (5) per cent, of
otar acids, and not less than twenty-five (25) per cent, of in<?redients
that do not distill over a temperature of six hundred (6.T1 leai -^s,

Fahrenheit. It shall, generally, be solid at a temperatui f fifty (,"0)

degrees, Fahrenheit, and entirely liquid at a tempe tur- of otie

hundred (100) degrees, Fahrenheit. It shall be fre. fr ai vaic!,
ammonia, naphtha and any other impurities.

Alfphau."' .

^^~- Asphalt shall be of the best quality, free from coal-tar and
Its products; it shall not volatilise more than one-half ('/j) of one
per cent, under a temperature of three hundred (300) degrees, Fah-
renheit, for ten (10) hours.

233. For under-ground structures, a flow-point of one hundred
and eighty-five (185) degrees, Fahrenheit, and a brittle-point of six
(6) degrees, Fahrenheit, below zero, will be required.
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* Appendix I.

MOTOR -TRUCK LOADS

4iTona.

•rf
• 4iTotn
^ ED-

. It

HTons .

at T«^ 25 Ton Truck

CD

3i Tons eJTona ,.-^—^s
^ Jons Simons

wo _>j

2t1em 57ms

^Tons 3^75ff3 4,

7&ff5 3i7&ff5

w-o'

Ze

-E3

2 75«s 2J

20 Ton Truck

15 Ton T '? *

10 Ton Truck.

8 Ton Truck.

NOTE: -One Ton - iooo /As.
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Appendix n.

ELECTRIC -CAR LOADS

l§ §§

(c)

NOTE:. Allloai/san 8tv0n in tbs. par axle.
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Wooden Hand - railing , Nub -guanl,

^3ig and Wheel -guard, for

Roailways of Through Spans.

Appendix in

H^amg Surface

Under planking

Joists

Wouden Hand- railing for

Outside Sidewalks.

^^3-- F/aor Planking
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APPENDIX IV

Data to be Svp^uzo bv the Ekg.neer

5. Clear width of roadway

;• !?""''"''"'""--
^''f -ee..car eraclcs. H any.

7. Type of floor for roadway and sidewalks.
8- Number and width of sidewalks, if any
9. Whether steel or ti.her stringers are to be used.

10- Type Of hand-railin, for roadway or sidewalks.

-^H:^^rs;L;rtiete^:;;Lr----^
12. Class of uniform li^ I„.H .

Permanent floor.

• Electnccar loads, if any. (see appendix 11).

•-S:;rr;s;r:^lr----o be considered.

16. Mmimum thickness of metal allowed.
17. Whether main members are t„ K-.

!«• Whether ful.-si.ed tests oee,
'^" """""' '^^•

19 i„ „
*' "^ ^y^-''«" are required.

only.
""""'• !"«or»,^„8,„e. „, ty hand-po.er

"
™!:i,:"t°; ri:r -" '- ^-^' •'»- -,„, „,„

,

22. Kmd of paint required for field-coats.

y'
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GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR STEEL HIGHWAY
BRIDGES

INDEX
PAKAGSAPHS

Accepting material 221
•Access to mills 217
Access to shop 220
Alternating live-load stresses 40
Alternating dead-load stresses Ill
Anchor-bolts ;. jqs
Anchorage jog
Annealing jgj
Asphalt-mastic, weight of ISO
Asphalt, quality of 232, 233
Assembling J55
Axial and bending stresses combined

41, 42, 110
Axles 139

Babbit-metal 2II I

Balance-wiie°ls i2j |

Bascule-bridges jQg
Bascule-bridges, stresses for 127, 128
Bascule-bridges, C.W. supports for.. 129
Bascule-bridges, C.W. reinforcing for 130
Bearings for shafting. I3g
Bearings, moving, values for 150-152
Bearings, rolW IQI, 153
Bearings, special sliding 102
Bearings, fixed 103
Bed-plates jgQ
Bituminous-macadam, weight of 16
Bolts, turned 37 172
Bracing, design of 69.73
Bricks, paving, weight of 16
Bronze, phosphor 2IO

Camber 1Q7
Castings 182

PARAGRAPHS
Cast-iron 205
Cast-steel 193

Chemical analyses 189

Cleaning of metal 224, 228
Clearances for roadway 6
Collars 136

Compression members, limiting

I

length of 51

! Compression splices 89
Compression flanges of girders 62
Concrete floors 10
Concrete, weight of 16

Condition? of loading 28-35

Combined stresses, axial 39
Combined stresses, axial and bend-

ing 41, 42, 110

Connections, strength of 88
Connections, minimum 90
Connections, field 164

Counters 53
Counterweight supports 129
Counterweight, reinforcing steel for 130
C-eosoted timber, weight of 16

Creosoting 230, 231
Crown for roadways 10

Curbs, roadway 10

Dead-load I8

Details of design 74-107

Defective material 202
Diaphragms 94
Discs 124
Drainage 10
Drilled holes 163

Electric-car loads 24 29
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i

i.r

fclongation, modification in iq«
tnd-3trut» *?

End-lifts for swing-bridge* ,25
Eye-bars, arrangement of 74
Eye-bars, construciion of i;*
Eye-bars, boring of ,73

^l^"""
'"'» '~::m, 214

1

lixpansion, provision for jqq I

Facilities for inspection 216 21«
Field<oats of pdnt .'.

."

Finish of members
Finish of steel

'':""« —Z~ '^
Filling-rings

Field con ections

Flanges, outstanding "„
Flanges of girders, compression. .. 62
Flange-plates for girders «
Floors ;;

Iron, wrought

Joists, timber ..

rAaAGKAPRS

207

12

22;

158

200

167

78

164

69

69

^*y» ,„
^'^^»^' ::::::: III

Lateral bracing

Longitudinal bracing
Latches for swing-bridges......

126
Live-loads, recommended ,

S
Live-loads, uniform, classes A, B, C

20, '21, 22

mem-

51

Limiting lengths, compression
hers

Loads

Floor-slabs, live-loads
9, 10

.'5

168

...-„a, nvc-ioads for 32
Floorbeams '

Floorbeams. construction of gV
Floorheam-hangers,

etc., live-load for 31
Fixed hearings

Forked ends ....

Gates, safety . ...

«^aring :::::: ^ t
Gear-teeth, strength of....'.!

'
^

and stresses ..*..... i/l^^
Loads, dead ,

Loads, live ZZZ 19
Loads, motor-truck
Loads, electric-car

Loads, wind 36
37

Loading, conditions of ' '

103

76

Js for.

16

8

142

31

General

Girders, plate, design of .. T,
Gravel, weight of

Hand-railing

Hand-power
Hangers, floorbeam, live-load

^""''"
25, 26. 27, 116, 128

, 91
surfaces 226

Inspecting and testing at mills 215-217
Inspecting and testing at shops....21^223
Introductory

'i»-^J

Invoices, shipping JL"^

Iron, cast ...

"
^^•'

206

114

23

24

113

28-35

Materials, quality of jo.,,

,

Materials, weight of l^.

Macadam, ..ituminous. weight'Z " 16
Mechanical powers ,

'

Melt members, steel JT,
^^'^' '^'--'^

-224. m
-^^^"^:==zZ\:^^^^^^

Indirect splices

Inaccesssible

146, 147

j

Minimum thickness of' metal ^!c
I

Mmimum connection Z.
Motor-truck loads „
MovaMe bridges Z 1^155
Movn.K bearings, allowed values'.150-lS2

Net section at rivet-holes... 40Net section at pin-holes... Z
Nuts, pilot ^

177
Oak, weight of
Open sections ly

Operating power .....'.
.^

Operating machinery . ,'7r ,!,
Outstanding flanges

57
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_ , FAIAGKAPHS
^"'"•"ff 224-229
Patents

jj^
Paving bricks, weight of ... 16
Pedestals, centre 123
Pier members

jq^
Pilot-nuts

J77
Pine, weight of jg
Phosphor-bronze 124 210

^!"' 11, 178
Pin-plates

75
Pin-holes, increased area at
Pin-holes, boring of 175
Pin-specimens for testing

Pivots and discs

Plans, shop

SO

176

192

124

222
Planking, roadway y
Planking, sidewalk 15
Plates in compression ^
Plate-girders

51.^5
Proportioning of parts 49.73
Pony-trusses 59 gQ
Portal bracing -jq

Pontoon bridges iQg
Power, operating

14J
Punched holes jgj

Rack-segments
122

Railinjfs, hand g
Rails and fastenings, weight of 17
Recommended loadings 2-5
Reamed holes 152
Rein forced-concrete floors IQ
Reinforcing for counterweight 130
Rivets, effective diameter of 79
Rivets, pitch of gQ
Rivets, at ends of compression mem-

''e"
81

Rivets, flange g2
Rivets in wide flange-plates 83
Rivets, edge distance of 84
Rivets, maximum diameter of 85
Rivets, long

gg
Rivets, size of 159
Rivetting

yjQ

„. PA«AC«APHS
K«vet finish

J71
Rivet-rod specimens for testing 191
Rivet-holes, deduction of for net

section 49
'*'^"-'"'>" 1 .'

'16O.I6J
Roadway, minimum width of 6
Roadway planning 13
Rollers

]7g
Rollers and balance wheels 121
Roller bearings \Q\ 153
Roller specimens 192
Rolling-bridges

jgg

Safety-gates
J54

Sand, weight of jg
Screw-threads

J79
Sections, open 52
Sections, symmetrical 54
Sections, minimum 55
Section, net 49 5Q
Set-screws

140

i

Shafting j^ J35
Shaft bearings

jjg
Shipping invoices 223
Shop coat paint 225
Shop plans 222
Sidewalk floor jq
Sidewalk planking 15
Sidewalk, clear width of 28
Sidewalk floor, live-load for H
Sliding bearings, spec. I 102
Specimens for testing 190-194
Splices, compression gg
Splices, indirect

qj
Splice materials, arrangement of 93
Splice plates 1^7
Spacing of trusses g
Spruce, weight of 15
Steel, weight of ig
Steel, requirements for 184-205
Steel, tool

208, 209
Stringers, steel

\\^ jgg
Stringers, live-load for Z2, ZZ, 34
Stresses, loads and 1^42
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PAIAGILAPHI
Strr -^es, combined 3/9

Stresses, alternate live-load 40
Stresses, alternate dead-load Ul
Stresses, axial and bending com-

»>•'>«<> 41. 42. 110
Stresses for swinK-bridges 115. 116
Stresses for bascute-hridgei 127, 128
Stiffeners, web 65. 66. 156
Sti'ai!;hteninR 157
Strength of connections 88
Strength of gear-teeth 149
Struts, end 59
Structural parts, movable bridges 110
Swing-brid»:»;s log
Swing-'orijges, live-load for II4
Swing-Lridges, stresses for 115. 116 I

Swijg-bridaes, turntable for 134, 135
Sway hracinK 69, 70, 71 i

Symmetrical sections 54 i

Tap-bolts

Tests, eye-bar specimen
Tests, allowable variations in

Tests, specimens for

Tests, for rivet rods

Testi, pin and roller specimens for
Tests, for steel castings

Tests, number of
Tests, bending

Tests, bending angles

Tests, nicked bends
Tests, of full-sized eye-bars 213,
Temperature, provision for change

of

Tie-plates 94^ 95
Timber floors u

140

187

188

190

191

192
i

193

:

195

197 I

198 I

199
j

214

I

38

96

IS

rAIACIAPHg
Timber, weight of 16
Timber, quality of 212
Tool-steel ,206^09
Toothed gearing 132
Treads and tracks 120
Transverse bracing £9
Trusses, minimum spacing of 7
Trusses, live-loads for 28, 29, 30
Transporter l)ridges iQg
Turned holts 37^ 172
Turntables for swing bridges

117, 118, 119
Types of movable bridges 108

Uniform live-loads 20, 21, 22, 28, 114
Unit-stresses 43^^ ng

ations in weight 203, 204, 205

Water-pockets 53
Water-way, movable bridges 109
Wcb-plates

(54

Web-stiflFeners 65, 55, 155
Weight of materials ig
Weight of steel, variatics r

203, 204. 205
Wet weather 229
Welds

_
_ igj

Wheels, balance 121
Width of roadway, minimum 6
Wi.eel-guards, timber 14
Wind-loads 36, 37, 113, 127
Work, starting of 219
Workmanship 156-183
Worm-gearing 133
Wrought-iron 2Q7

Vield-point igg
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